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Crowdsourcing marketplaces have provided a large number of opportunities for online workers to earn
a living. To improve satisfaction and engagement of such workers, who are vital for the sustainability of
the marketplaces, recent works have used conversational interfaces to support the execution of a variety of
crowdsourcing tasks. The rationale behind using conversational interfaces stems from the potential engagement
that conversation can stimulate. Prior works in psychology have also shown that ‘conversational styles’
can play an important role in communication. There are unexplored opportunities to estimate a worker’s
conversational style with an end goal of improving worker satisfaction, engagement and quality. Addressing
this knowledge gap, we investigate the role of conversational styles in conversational microtask crowdsourcing.
To this end, we design a conversational interface which supports task execution, and we propose methods to
estimate the conversational style of a worker. Our experimental setup was designed to empirically observe
how conversational styles of workers relate with quality-related outcomes. Results show that even a naive
supervised classifier can predict the conversation style with high accuracy (80%), and crowd workers with
an Involvement conversational style provided a significantly higher output quality, exhibited a higher user
engagement and perceived less cognitive task load in comparison to their counterparts. Our findings have
important implications on task design with respect to improving worker performance and their engagement
in microtask crowdsourcing.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Crowdsourcing has become a primary means to gather human input for a variety of purposes:
to build groundtruth, create datasets, evaluate systems, and to run human-centered experiments
[3, 10, 61] among others. Currently, most online crowdsourcing tasks are executed on web platforms,
like Amazon Mechanical Turk and Figure Eight, where workers usually view and complete tasks
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using HTML-based interfaces. However, it is quite common that large batches of tasks suffer
from worker drop-outs during the course of task execution [19, 20]. Many factors can cause task
abandonment and make workers less engaged, such as the boredom, fatigue and inappropriate task
difficulty levels [31, 36, 60].
To tackle this problem, researchers have introduced conversational agents into the realm of
crowdsourcing. With conversational microtask crowdsourcing we refer to crowd work executed
through a conversational agent that can provide online workers with a natural way to interact
with a crowdsourcing system [4, 21, 25, 34]. Recent studies found that conversational microtask
crowdsourcing can be used as an alternative to assist workers in task execution, reducing boredom
[43], and producing similar output quality and task execution time, while leading to a high user
satisfaction when compared to traditional web interfaces [37].
Previous works in the field of psychology have shown the important role that conversational
styles have on inter-human communication [33, 49, 50]. Having been developed in the context of
human conversations, the insights and conclusions of these works are not directly applicable to
conversational microtasking, since the contrasting goal of workers is to optimally allocate their
effort rather than being immersed in conversations. Previous work studied how specific linguistic
strategies and language styles can affect work outcomes [27, 46]. In a recent study, we investigated
whether different conversational styles of an agent can increase worker engagement [44]. However,
to the best of our knowledge, current conversational agents (particularly for crowdsourcing) have
only studied the effects of the conversational style of agents, rather than the conversational style
of online users (i.e., workers in the context of microtask crowdsourcing). Understanding the role
of workers’ conversational styles in human computation can help us better adapt strategies to
improve output quality and worker engagement, or better assist and guide workers in the training
process. To this end, there is the need for novel methods for the classification of conversational
styles in the context of microtask crowdsourcing. In this work, we will delve into the following
research questions:
RQ1: How can the conversational style of a crowd worker be reliably estimated?
RQ2: To what extent does the conversational style of crowd workers relate to their work outcomes,
perceived engagement, and cognitive task load in different types of tasks?
Original Contributions. We designed and implemented a conversational agent that supports
crowdsourcing task execution and extraction of linguistic features from the text-based conversation
between the user and the agent. We designed a coding scheme inspired by previous work [49, 50]
and corresponding to conversational styles based on the five dimensions of linguistic devices that
have been examined. Demonstrating the practical utility of our findings in this paper, we propose
methods to predict the conversational style of users using either rich conversational data, or limited
conversational data.
To evaluate our methods, we recruited 180 unique online crowd workers from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) and conducted experiments to investigate the feasibility of conversational
style estimation for online crowdsourcing. We also analyzed the impact of conversational style
on output quality, worker engagement (using worker retention and the User Engagement Scale),
and perceived task load (using the NASA-TLX instrument). Our results show that we can predict
the conversational style of workers using rich conversation data with a high accuracy (gradient
boost: 80%), while we can also predict their conversational style using limited conversation data
with an acceptable accuracy (gradient boost: 67%). Furthermore, our experimental findings revealed
that workers with an Involvement conversational style have significantly higher output quality,
higher user engagement and less cognitive task load while they are completing a high-difficulty
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task, and have less task execution time in general. The findings have important implications on
worker performance prediction, task scheduling and assignment in microtask crowdsourcing. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that explores the impact of conversational style on
quality-related outcomes in conversational microtasking, and proposes methods to estimate the
conversational style of users. To facilitate further research and for the benefit of the CSCW and
HCI community, we publicly release our data and code1 .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work with
regard to conversational microtask crowdsourcing and conversational styles. Section 3 depicts the
workflow and structure of the conversational agent for microtask crowdsourcing, and our design of
the conversational user interface. Section 4 describes our proposed approaches for conversational
style estimation. Section 5 elaborates on our experimental design and configurations. In Section
6, we evaluate our methods and present results. In Section 7 and Section 8, we summarize the
implications and limitations of our work, before drawing conclusions and setting precedents for
future work.
2
2.1

RELATED WORK
Conversational Agents

Conversational interfaces have been argued to have advantages over traditional graphical user
interfaces due to having a more human-like interaction [38]. Owing to this, conversational interfaces
are on the rise in various domains of our everyday life and show great potential to expand [59].
Recent work in the CSCW and HCI community has investigated the experiences of people using
conversational agents, understanding user needs and user satisfaction [8, 9, 35]. Other works have
studied the scope of using conversational agents in specific domains. Vandenberghe introduced the
concept of bot personas, which act as off-the-shelf users to allow design teams to interact with
rich user data throughout the design process [56]. Others have studied the use of conversational
agents in the domains of complex search [2, 28, 57] or food tracking [17]. These works have shown
that conversational agents can improve user experiences and have highlighted the need to further
investigate the use of conversational agents in different scenarios. Building on the findings of prior
works, in this paper we investigate the potential of estimating worker’s conversational styles to
improve quality related outcomes in conversational microtasking.
2.2

Conversational Microtask Crowdsourcing

Prior research has combined crowdsourcing and the conversational agent for training the dialogue
manager or natural language processing component [32]. Lasecki et al. designed and developed
Chorus, a conversational assistant able to assist users with general knowledge tasks [34]. Conversations with Chorus are powered by workers who propose responses in the background, encouraged
by a game-theoretic incentive scheme. Workers can see the working memory (chat history) and
vote on candidate responses on a web-based worker interface. Based on Chorus, an improved conversational assistant named Evorus was proposed. It can reduce the effort of workers by partially
automating the voting process [21]. The same authors also developed a crowdsourced system called
Guardian, which enables both expert and non-expert workers to collaboratively translate Web APIs
into a dialogue system format [22]. Conversational microtask crowdsourcing is also deployed on
social network platforms, combing with messaging applications, such as Facebook and Twitter.
Savage et al. designed a platform named Botivist based on Twitter, engaging volunteers to action
by using different strategies [46]. A previous work based on Facebook Messenger used a Chatbot
to connect learners and experts, for providing experts’ feedback to improve learners’ work [54].
1 https://qiusihang.github.io/convsty/index.html
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A conversational agent called Curious Cat was proposed to combine the crowdsourcing approach
from a different perspective [4]. While most crowdsourced conversational agents provide information to users according to their requests, the Curious Cat was designed as a knowledge acquisition
tool, which actively asked data from users. More recently, Mavridis et al. studied the feasibility of
using a conversational interface as an alternative to traditional web interfaces on crowdsourcing
platforms [37]. In our study, we propose a conversational agent that serves in a conversational
interface, and facilitates the execution of different types of popular crowdsourcing tasks.
2.3

Conversational Style and Work Outcomes

The earliest systematic analysis of conversational style was performed by Lakoff [33]. She classified
the stylistic strategies people used in everyday conversation into four categories, namely, clarity,
distance, deference, and camaraderie. Lakoff found that speakers tend to use the camaraderie strategy
when they want to be friendly, and use clarity strategy when they want to have the least relationship
with another. Speakers can use a combination of different strategies in practice. Based on that,
Tannen proposed a classification of conversational style that distributes speakers on a continuum
from High Consideratenes to High Involvement. She also concluded important features and linguistic
devices helping in classification of speakers’ conversational styles [49, 50].
In terms of the usage of conversational style in human-computer interaction, Shamekhi et al.
analyzed the preferred conversational style of users for a virtual agent [48]. They extrapolated the
conversational style by indirectly asking users about their attitudes during a conversation. Thomas
et al. analyzed styles of the information-seeking conversation from the MISC dataset [53] by using
some measurable properties to represent features defined by Tannen, such as pronoun use, speech
rate, pitch/loudness variation, and so on [52].
Conversational styles can also affect work outcomes and worker performance. Using Botivist [46],
the authors analyzed how strategies (corresponding to different language styles) could potentially
affect the outcome. Previous work evaluated the impact of linguistic style matching (LSM [16]) on
team performance in long-term tasks [39]. Tausczik et al. designed a real-time language feedback
system to test the work outcomes of student groups by monitoring communication patterns [51].
Many prior studies have used automated methods to predict and analyze age, gender and personality
based on linguistic features [1, 6, 40, 47]. A recent study compared the impacts of conversational
styles on online surveys [27]. Authors defined two styles, “casual” and “formal” respectively, and
then applied these two styles on web platform and chatbot. They concluded that a chatbot could
play a role as a human in surveys if an appropriate conversational style is used.
Previous works however, are not directly applicable in microtask crowdsourcing. In our study,
we perform analysis under Tannen’s classification and definition of the conversational style. We
propose conversational style estimation methods based on features and linguistic devices from HighInvolvement and High-Considerateness styles. We evaluate how conversational styles of crowd
workers affect work outcomes by measuring the worker accuracy, User Engagement Scale Short
Form (UES-SF)[42], and NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) in two popular types of crowdsourcing
tasks – Information Finding and Image Transcription tasks.
3

CONVERSATIONAL MICROTASK CROWDSOURCING

Advances in microtask crowdsourcing have enabled the possibility of accomplishing even complex
tasks by relying on crowd workers. Tasks such as speech transcription and copy-editing can be
easily accomplished using microtask marketplaces, and researchers have found that even complex
and expert tasks such as writing, product design, or translation may be amenable to novice crowd
workers with appropriate process design and technological support [26, 29, 30, 55]. A notable
feature of the interaction between crowdsourcing platforms and workers in the majority of prior
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work, is the use of traditional web-based GUIs to communicate with workers, transmit instructions
and gather responses thereafter. In the recently introduced notion of ‘conversational microtask
crowdsourcing’ however, a conversational agent interfaces online workers with the crowdsourcing
platform, facilitating task execution and task completion (cf. Mavridis et al. [37]).
3.1

Conversational Agent Design

The traditional web-based user interface of a HIT (human intelligence task) typically comprises
of two parts: task instructions and microtasks. Workers are asked to first read instructions and
then execute microtasks accordingly. To realize interaction comparable to web-based interfaces, we
designed a text-based conversational agent composed of four phases [37], as described below.
Task instructions. Simulating the essence of natural conversation, the conversational agent begins
the conversation with greetings, and then presents task instructions via a dialogue with the workers.
The goal of this phase is to let workers familiarize themselves with the conversational agent and
help them understand how to complete the crowdsourcing tasks.
Questions & Answers. The conversational agent asks questions (each question corresponds to a
microtask) to workers, and workers can provide responses to microtasks by either typing answers
or using UI elements. The conversational flow of this phase is specifically designed according to
the task type.
Review. On the traditional web interface, a worker can easily go back to a question and edit
its answer. To realize this affordance in the conversational interface, workers are provided with
the opportunity to review and edit their answers if needed (by typing “edit answer” to enable the
selection of an answer to modify), before submitting the microtasks.
Reward. After reviewing the answers, workers enter the final stage where they can submit their
answers and receive Task Tokens that they need to use to claim their rewards.
3.2

Text-based Conversational Interface

Popular crowdsourcing platforms (such as Amazon Mechanical Turk, Figure Eight, or Yandex
Toloka) offer web interfaces based on standard technology like HTML, CSS and Javascript. To avoid
the need for installing a messaging application – e.g. Telegram, or Whatsapp, where conversational
agents are usually deployed, we designed and implemented a text-based conversational interface in
HTML/CSS/Javascript, thus enabling easy integration with existing platforms and access to the
available crowd workers.
The conversational interface supports any data source that is supported by HTML5, including text,
image, audio and video. Therefore, most common task types such image classification, sentiment
analysis, information finding, object recognition, speech transcription can all be implemented. Our
design provides workers with two means to answer microtasks, as shown in Figure 1. Workers
can either type in the textarea (a) or click a button (b) to send their responses. These two input
types can support most of popular task types [13]. For some tasks that need special functions, UI
elements from traditional web pages (e.g. slide bars, drawing tools, etc.) can also be included. In
addition, the conversational interface records all the activities of the worker (including all keypress
events with timestamps). The code for our text-based conversational interface is available to the
community to facilitate further research.
4 CONVERSATIONAL STYLE ESTIMATION
Conversational interfaces can be an effective means for task execution [37]. Emulating particular
conversational styles suitable to given contexts, or aligning the conversational style of an agent
to the preferred style of workers, may help to improve worker engagement, satisfaction, and
even output quality. To enable further research in this direction, we first need a reliable method
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(a) Free text

(b) Buttons

Fig. 1. Two interaction types of the conversational interface.

to estimate the conversational style of a worker. In this section, we first introduce background
work on conversational styles (Section 4.1), and present a novel coding scheme designed to label
and estimate conversation style of workers in conversational microtasking (Section 4.2). We then
propose two approaches for conversational style prediction, based on rich and limited conversation
data from workers.
4.1

High Involvement and High Considerateness

In this work we draw from Deborah Tannen’s theory of conversational style [49, 50]. In Tannen’s
theory, conversational style can be classified broadly into two categories: High Involvement and
High Considerateness. The High-Involvement style is described as follows: “When in doubt, talk.
Ask questions. Talk fast, loud, soon. Overlap. Show enthusiasm. Prefer personal topics, and so on”. In
contrast, she characterized the High-Considerateness style as follows: “Allow longer pauses. Hesitate.
Don’t impose one’s topics, ideas, personal information. Use moderate paralinguistic effects, and so on”.
As per Tannen’s theory, conversational styles emerge through the combined use of different
linguistic devices. At the end of her book, Tannen identifies nine dimensions of linguistic devices
that are related to conversational styles: Personal focus of topic, Paralinguistic features, Enthusiasm,
Use of questions, Pacing, Use of repetition, Topic cohesion, Tolerance of silence, and Laughter [50].
She then presented an example of how conversational styles could be estimated: she created four
continua (which could be extended, if needed) corresponding to four linguistic devices mapped
on the nine dimensions above: humor, pace, percentage of narrative turns, and narratives [50].
These continua are superimposed upon one another to get an overall continuum. Participants who
receive high scores on the overall continuum are classified as High-Involvement speakers, while
those who receive low scores are classified High-Considerateness speakers.
4.2

Coding Scheme of Conversational Style

While providing a conceptual framework for the definition and characterisation of conversational
styles, Tannen’s theory is not directly applicable to conversational microtasking. Tannen’s work
was developed (and tested) in the context of human conversations, which are typically long and
articulated. In conversational microtasking, devices like “humor” and “the percentage of narrative
turns” are clearly at odds with the need for workers to optimally allocate their effort. Moreover,
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Tannen’s continua-based method for conversational style estimation does not have specific criteria
to guide readers to distribute speakers on continua. For these reasons, a novel coding scheme for
systematically classifying the conversational style is required, to enable the classification of coding
styles, and guide the creation of ground truth data for conversation style estimation. This coding
scheme builds upon a subset of the linguistic dimensions listed in the previous section. We exclude
Paralinguistic features, Use of repetition and Laughter.
Several paralinguistic features, such as pitch shifting and voice quality, are usually absent in
text-based chat. Repetition is fairly often used in voice chats, but it is absent in text chats [24],
which can be explained by the ability for users to see previous utterances on the computer screen.
Finally, we ignore the effects of text-based laughter as previous work suggests that nonlinguistic
(nonverbal) cues (such as smile, laughter) are mostly absent from text-based conversations [45].
Table 1. Coding scheme for conversational style.
Dimension

Score Criteria
1

The worker prefers responding to the questions with personal opinions or personal anecdotes. For example, the worker uses first-person pronouns and phrases
such as “I think”, “I like”, “my experience”.

-1

The worker prefers responding to questions by using objective descriptions. For
example, using impersonal phrases such as “it is”.

1

The worker demonstrates a willingness to converse with the conversational
agent. For example, by responding positively to questions from the agent that
would prolong the conversation.

-1

The worker appears to be disinterested in the conversation with the agent. For
example, by constantly seeking to end the conversation and responding with
“no more”, “nothing else”, or similar phrases.

1

Calculate the mean pace (typing rate) of all the workers. The score of the worker
whose mean pace ≥ median is 1 (relatively faster pace).

-1

Calculate the mean pace of all the workers. The score of the worker whose mean
pace < median is -1 (relatively slower pace).

1

Calculate the mean percentage of self-editing (fractions of deleted characters
among all the typed characters) of all the workers. The score of the worker
whose mean percentage of self-editing < median is 1.

-1

Calculate the mean percentage of self-editing of all the workers. The score of the
worker whose mean percentage of self-editing ≥ median is -1.

1

The worker prefers to express opinions directly linked to the topic or asks
questions when in doubt.

-1

The worker deviates from the topic without asking questions, but by responding
respectfully to the conversational agent when in doubt.

1) Personal focus of topic

2) Enthusiasm

3) Pacing

4) Tolerance of silence

5) Topic cohesion &
Use of questions

We include Tolerance of silence in the coding scheme, i.e. hesitation and silence occurring in
conversations, but with some adaptation. In text-based chat, we measure tolerance of silence through
editing actions (i.e., when users edit a message before it is sent). We calculate the percentage of
deleted keys among all the keys pressed by the worker. The higher the percentage is, the more
hesitation the worker has, implying longer silence during the conversation.
In our study, Topic cohesion refers to whether the answers that workers give to pre-defined
questions (described later in Section 5) are topically coherent, and well linked. In some cases
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however, workers might directly ask questions to the conversational agent, referring to 4) Use of
questions, or express apologies to explain that they can not answer. Such questions or statements
naturally deviate from the topic at hand. Therefore, we combine these two dimensions together as
one factor in the coding scheme. The resulting set of dimensions used to systematically analyze
conversation styles are summarised in Table 1, and they include: 1) Personal focus of topic, 2)
Enthusiasm, 3) Pacing, 4) Tolerance of silence, and 5) Topic cohesion & Use of questions.
Each dimension is quantified using a binary score (either -1 or 1). A final score is used to classify
a conversation style as either Involvement or Considerateness. The score is calculated as a sum of
scores corresponding to all the five dimensions. If final score is greater than 0, the conversational
style of a worker is classified as Involvement. If the final score is less than 0, the conversational
style of a worker is classified as Considerateness.
The coding scheme can be used to label ground truth data pertaining to conversational styles. To
make the ground truth reliable, the coding process is carried out by multiple coders independently.
Coders in the group independently score all the dimensions. The cases with disagreement are then
resolved through manual discussion and disambiguation. The reliability of the coding process is
measured by using Fleiss’ Kappa [12].
4.3

Conversational Style Prediction

This section describes two methods for conversational style prediction: one based on “rich conversation data” obtained from workers before microtask execution through a “pre-task conversation”,
and another based on “limited conversation data” obtained from task execution and a short “selfassessment”. Figure 3 describes the organisation of the envisioned conversational crowdsourcing
task, where rich and limited conversation data are collected. Hereafter, we will refer to these
methods as Prediction with rich data and Prediction with limited data respectively.

Table 2. Features used for conversational style prediction.

Features

Explanation

Related Dimensions

pp†
rep†
wpu†
wps†
nque†
nexcl†
pse†*
rtype†*
pause†*
tt†*
nint†*
heu*
sah *
sap *
san *

percentage of personal pronouns.
mean repeat times of words.
mean number of words per utterance.
mean number of words per sentence.
number of question marks.
number of exclamation marks.
percentage of self-editing.
rate of typing.
mean pause length.
mean length of turn-taking pause.
number of interruptions.
score from the heuristic assessment.
value of feature humor from self-assessment.
value of feature pace from self-assessment.
value of feature narrative from self-assessment.

personal focus of topic
topic cohesion
enthusiasm
enthusiasm
use of questions
enthusiasm
tolerance of silence
pacing
pacing, tolerance of silence
pacing, tolerance of silence
pacing
/
/
/
/

†= features used in Prediction with rich data.
* = features used in Prediction with limited data.
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In case of Prediction with rich data, in the preliminary conversation the conversational agent
initiates a brief discussion over an engaging topic, i.e. pre-task conversation. The resulting text is
labeled as either Involvement or Considerateness. The coding scheme introduced in the previous
section informed the design of several textual-features (as shown in Table 2), to be automatically
extracted from the pre-task conversation. These features are used for training binary classifiers.
It is neither practical nor economically viable, to ask workers to engage in relatively long
pre-task conversation with the agent before each task execution - a conversational style can be
contextually dependent, so it cannot be considered as an immutable property of a worker. Therefore,
we investigate the effectiveness of a Prediction with limited data method that does not require
pre-task conversation, and needs a heuristic assessment and a short self-assessment instead.
Heuristic assessment takes place during the first three interactions of a task’s execution, when
the conversational agent is introducing the task title, time limit and task instructions respectively,
as shown in Figure 2 (a). After each interaction, the agent provides the worker with two options to
select. One option corresponds to Involvement style, while the other one corresponds to Considerateness style. The result heu derived from the heuristic assessment is also used as a feature for
style prediction, which is calculated by heu = h1 + h2 + h3, representing the superimposition of
answers from the first, second and third interactions respectively (hi , 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, is assigned to 1 if
the Involvement answer is selected by the worker, otherwise it is assigned to -1).
Involvement Answer
Considerateness Answer

Involvement Answer
Considerateness Answer

value = 1
value = 0

1. How much humor do you prefer to use during
conversation?
The worker needs to select either Subtle or Obvious .

2. Which pace do you prefer to use during
conversation?
The worker needs to select either Slow or Fast .

3. How many narratives do you prefer to tell during
conversation?
The worker needs to select either Few or Many .

(a) Heuristic-assessment

(b) Self-assessment

Fig. 2. (a) Heuristic-assessment and (b) Self-assessment of conversational style.

Self-assessment requires asking workers about their conversational styles. As shown in Figure 2
(b), we design a short self-assessment (that can be arranged either before or after crowdsourcing task
execution as a part of pre- or post-task survey) indirectly asking workers about their preferences
during the conversation, according to three continua used by Tannen in her example: humor, pace
and narrative. Notice that these continua can be used in the scope of this self-assessment because
they do not need to be inferred, but they can be directly reported by a user. The two optional
answers of each question correspond to Involvement (value: 1) and Considerateness (value: 0)
separately. Therefore three features pertaining to self-assessment (sah , sap and san relate to humor,
pace and narrative respectively) are considered in Prediction with limited data.
All the linguistic features for conversational style prediction (Prediction with limited data and
Prediction with rich data) are listed in Table 2. Features pp, rep, wpu, wps, nque, and nexcl are
only used in Prediction with rich data, because they are only available when the conversation
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allows for subjective elements (such as personal topics, narratives, opinions and emotions) to be
expressed. Features pse, rtype, pause, tt and nint are used in both Prediction with rich data and
Prediction with limited data, since they appear in any kinds of the conversation, including the
ones for microtask execution. Features heu, sah , sap and san come from the heuristic-assessment
and the self-assessment, so they are only used in Prediction with limited data.
The linguistic features shown in Table 2 are automatically measured and used to train supervised
binary classifiers for conversational style prediction. Each training example we need in this study
is a pair consisting of an a vector of linguistic features (as input) and a binary output value (1 or 0,
referring to Involvement and Considerateness respectively).
5

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To address RQ1, conversational styles are independently labeled by multiple coders according
to the coding scheme to understand how workers’ conversational styles distribute among crowd
workers, and to investigate the feasibility of style prediction using rich conversation data and limited
conversation data. To address RQ2, we analyze the relationship between workers’ conversational
styles and their performance, engagement, and cognitive task load.
5.1

Conversational Task Design

The conversational crowdsourcing task (HIT) has three main phases, namely pre-task conversation,
crowdsourcing microtasks, and post-task survey, as shown in Figure 3.
Pre-Task Conversation

Crowdsourcing Microtasks

Post-Task Survey

Heuristic Assessment
Background Question

UES-SF Form
task name

time limit

Questions & Answers

Question of Topic 1

mandatory
microtasks (5)
Question of Topic 2

instructions

Answer Review & Submission

Conversational Interface

NASA-TLX Form

optional microtasks
(min. 0 - max. 45)

Conversational Interface

Self-Assessment

Web Interface

Fig. 3. Organisation of the conversational crowdsourcing task.

5.1.1 Pre-task Conversation. As mentioned in Section 4, to acquire rich data for training classifiers,
the conversational agent starts a pre-task conversation encouraging workers to share about their
personal stories and opinions. The conversational agent asks three questions. The first question
is about the demographic background of the worker. To facilitate the production of high-quality
conversation data, the second and third questions are about two controversial topics (abortion and
gun control respectively).
1 Please tell me something about yourself (your age, your gender, your ethnicity and your education
background). If you want, you can also tell me about your hobbies or interesting things you
would like to share.
2 Do you think + [Topic 1 in Table 3]?
3 Please explain what you think.
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4 Do you think + [Topic 2 in Table 3]?
5 Can you explain why?
Table 3. Controversial topics used in pre-task conversation.
Label

Topic 1: Abortion

Topic 2: Gun Control

Pro

abortion is getting rid of a fetus, not a human being
reproductive choice empowers women
legalizing abortion helps to reduce sexual victimization
social welfare systems cannot support unwanted kids well
modern abortion is safe

gun control guarantees safety of Americans
guns don’t kill people, people kill people
free access to guns is an important right
guns make up only a small part of weapons that are used to commit crimes
people will always find a source for guns

Con

abortion is unsafe
abortion is murder
abortion damages the well-being of the mother
women should not be able to use abortion as a form of contraception
women should accept the consequences of pregnant

guns are an important part of the US
we should control lunatics and criminals instead of guns
banning guns will work not better than banning alcohol did
armed guards or teachers will make schools safer
gun control does not work

The rationale behind this design is that controversial topics increase interest, which also increases
the likelihood of conversation [7]. Although controversial topics have also been shown to increase
discomfort [7], we prevented workers from diving into a deep discussion by asking only two
questions per controversial topic. Thus, controversy in general is leveraged to better stimulate the
desire of expressing opinions in our scenario. The content of these two questions are picked at
random from those shown in Table 3, and are inspired from recent work by Hube et al. [23]. The
corresponding labels of these two questions (also shown in the table) however, are not allowed to
be the same simultaneously to avoid biases. Workers are required to provide at least three sentences
(each sentence contains at least two words) for each question. If the worker does not meet this
requirement, the conversational agent keeps prompting with – “Can you tell me more?”, “Uh huh,
and?”, “Good, go ahead.” or other similar phrases until it receives three sentences in total.
5.1.2 Crowdsourcing Microtasks. The workflow of crowdsourcing microtasks on the conversational
agent is also illustrated at the center of Figure 3.
First, the conversational agent provides workers with the basic information of the task, including
task name, time limit, and task instructions. As we mentioned in the previous section (Section 4.3),
the interactions at the beginning are combined with a heuristic assessment (Figure 2).
After the worker selects their preferred options, the agent proceeds to the actual task execution
part – questions & answers (i.e., answering microtasks, each microtask refers to a data row or
a object). The worker has to complete 5 mandatory microtasks. After the mandatory part, the
worker can choose either to stay or to leave. If a worker decides to stay (i.e., continuing task
execution), at most 45 optional microtasks will be presented one after another until the worker
asks the agent to stop the task execution. The number of answered optional microtasks is the
quantitative measurement of worker retention in our study.
After the worker decides to stop the task execution, or to complete all the optional microtasks, the
conversational agent sends an answer review to the worker to check if all the previous answers are
correctly recorded by the agent. Finally, after the worker has reviewed and successfully submitted
the answers, the agent will send a Task Token to the worker. Only with this Task Token, the
worker can proceed to complete the post-task survey.
5.1.3 Post-task Survey. User Engagement Scale Short Form [41, 42] (12 questions), NASA Task Load
Index questionnaire2 (6 questions) and the self-assessment of conversational style (3 questions) are
used in the post-task survey to analyze worker engagement, cognitive task load, and conversational
2

https://humansystems.arc.nasa.gov/groups/TLX/
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style. First, workers have to complete the User Engagement Scale Short Form (UES-SF). The UES-SF
consists of 12 questions in four factors (Focused Attention, Perceived Usability, Aesthetic Appeal,
and Reward Factor). Workers are asked to answer each question by setting a slider on a 7-point
sliding bar ranging from “1: Strongly Disagree” to “7: Strongly Agree”.
Then, workers are asked to complete the NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) questionnaire,
which contains six items spanning six aspects (Mental Demand, Physical Demand, Temporal
Demand, Performance, Effort, and Frustration respectively). Workers need to indicate their perceived
task loads on these six aspects by setting the slider to on a 20-point sliding bar ranging from “1:
Very Low” to “21: Very High”. The TLX scores will be scaled to 0-100 in the evaluation.
After UES-SF and NASA-TLX, workers are asked to complete the self-assessment of conversational style that has been described in section 4.3.
5.2

Independent and Dependent Variables

5.2.1 Independent Variables. Considering crowdsourcing tasks have different levels of difficulty
and complexity [58], we model task difficulty into 3 levels, from easy to difficult, to observe how
crowd workers with different conversational styles perform on different difficulty levels.
We consider two data types (text and image) of microtask, Information Finding and Image Transcription. We used these task types since they are representative of typical classes of microtasks [15],
and they easily allow the classification of the task objective into different difficulty levels. This
results in six experimental conditions (2 × 3), i.e. 2 types of task (Information Finding and Image
Transcription, representing text-based and image-based tasks respectively) with three levels of
difficulty (Level 0, Level 1 and Level 2, from easy to difficult).
1) Information Finding Tasks require workers to find the middle name of a famous person from
either Wikipedia3 or Google4 [14]. As shown in Figure 4, this type of tasks has three different
difficulty levels. In Level 0, the conversational agent shows first and last names of a unique, famous,
and unambiguous person, whose middle names can be easily found from a search engine. In Level
1, the agent additionally shows the profession of the given person based on Level 0. We manually
selected the names in this difficulty level to ensure there are at least two different famous persons
with the same first and last names, so that the worker needs to distinguish the given person
according the profession. In Level 2, the agent also shows the famous person’s active year, based
on Level 1 (showing first/last names and profession). In this difficulty level, there are multiple
famous people with the same first/last name, and with the same profession. The worker is asked to
find the correct one from those famous people by making use of all the given information.
(a) Difﬁculty Level 0

(b) Difﬁculty Level 1

(c) Difﬁculty Level 2

Fig. 4. Examples of the Information Finding task with three difficulty levels.

2) Image Transcription Tasks require workers to read the image (randomly generated by Claptcha5 )
and transcribe it into letters, as shown in Figure 5. This task type also has three different levels of the
3 http://en.wikipedia.org/
4 http://www.google.com/
5 https://github.com/kuszaj/claptcha
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difficulty. In Level 0, the conversational agent shows an image containing a random combination of
6 letters (from the English alphabet, either in the upper or lower cases) with the highest resolution
(approximately 38 px × 75 px per letter). The least noises (Gaussian white noises, σ = 0.1) are
added into the image. In Level 1, the agent shows an image containing a random combination of 12
random letters with the medium resolution (35 px × 70 px per letter). The medium noises (Gaussian
white noises, σ = 0.3) are added into the image. In Level 2, the agent shows an image containing a
random combination of 18 random letters with the lowest resolution (approximately 33 px × 65 px
px per letter). The largest noises (Gaussian white noises, σ = 0.5) are added into the image.
(a) Difﬁculty Level 0

(b) Difﬁculty Level 1

(c) Difﬁculty Level 2

Fig. 5. Examples of the Image Transcription task with different difficulty levels.

5.2.2 Dependent Variables. We measure the performance of conversational style prediction, output
quality, worker engagement and cognitive task load. We use these metrics to analyse what role the
conversational style plays in microtask crowdsourcing.
1) Performance of conversational style prediction is measured by comparing prediction results of
classifiers with the labeled ground truth produced based on the coding scheme (the coding process
is explained in section 6.1). We measure the overall accuracy, noted as accuracy, which is the
fraction of correctly predicted conversation style of workers among all the workers.
2) Output quality is measured using worker accuracy, which is calculated by comparing the answers
provided by workers with the expected value:
output quality =

# correct answers provided by the worker
# all the provided answers

(1)

In case of Information Finding tasks, the answer provided by workers should contain the expected
value (case insensitive). In terms of Image Transcription tasks, the string similarity between the
answer provided by workers and the expected value should be greater than 0.8. The string similarity
is calculated as similarity = 2 × M/T , where T is the total number of characters in both answers
and ground truth, and M is the number of matched characters. Note that the similarity equals to 1
if the answer is identical to the ground truth (case insensitive), and equals to 0 if there is nothing in
common (case insensitive).
3) Worker engagement is measured using two approaches: the first one is worker retention, quantified
by the number of optional microtasks answered (from 0 to 45); and the second is the short-form
of the user-engagement scale [42] – UES-SF scores in four different factors (Focused Attention,
Perceived Usability, Aesthetic Appeal, and Reward Factor), ranging from 1 to 7. A relatively higher
UES-SF score indicates that the worker is more engaged with regard to the corresponding factor [62].
4) Cognitive task load of workers is evaluated by using the unweighted NASA-TLX form, consisting
of six questions. Workers are asked to give scores ranging from 0 to 100 to these questions. The
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final TLX score is the mean value of scores given to the six questions. Higher the TLX score is, the
heavier task load the worker perceives.
5.3

Experimental Environment

5.3.1 Workers. There are 6 experimental conditions (2 task types × 3 difficulty levels), and each
experimental condition has 50 crowdsourcing microtasks. As each microtask requires answers
from at least 3 unique workers and each worker must submit at least 5 mandatory microtasks, we
recruited 50 × 3/5 = 30 unique workers for each experimental condition from Amazon Mechanical
Turk, resulting in 30 × 6 = 180 unique workers for the entire experiment. Only crowd workers
whose HIT approval rates are greater than 95% could view and accept our crowdsourcing tasks [11].
5.3.2 Rewards. To avoid monetary biases, we immediately pay 1 USD to each worker after the
worker submits the task (HIT). Then all the workers equally receive 0.01 USD for each optional
Image Transcription microtask, or receive 0.02 USD for each optional Information Finding microtask
according to how many optional microtasks they answer after we approve their submissions. To
ensure that we consistently pay an average hourly wage of 7.5 USD, we additionally bonus workers
after calculating their execution time.
5.3.3 Quality Control. To avoid biases caused by repeated task execution [14], we added extra
Javascript code for recording their worker IDs on our server, to prevent workers from executing
HITs multiple times. If a worker attempts to complete another HIT in this batch after having one
already (meaning his/her worker ID has been recorded), all the instructions and questions on the
web page are removed. Instead, a message, that kindly informs workers that they should “return”
because of our experimental restrictions, is displayed on the task page.
6
6.1

EVALUATION
Conversational Style Estimation

Coding conversational styles. With this evaluation we address RQ1. The coding process is
conducted by three of our authors, who have deeply studied the theory of conversational style
and understood the concept of linguistic devices. The inter-rater reliability is measured by Fleiss’
Kappa. Three coders are in complete agreement for 124 out of 180 crowd workers. The 56 cases
having disagreement are disambiguated manually by coders. In total, 86 workers exhibited Involved
style, while 94 workers showed Considerate style. Therefore the kappa κ value is 0.78.
The score distributions (of three coders, 180 judgments per dimension) of five dimensions are
shown in Figure 6. Pacing and Tolerance are automatically calculated according to Table 1, therefore
scores (-1 and +1) of these two dimensions are equally distributed. Personal focus of topic, Enthusiasm
and Topic cohesion & use of questions are manually labeled by coders. As we can see from the Figure,
Coder1 tended to give lower scores (more considerate) while Coder3 tended to give higher scores
(more involved). However, scores given by different coders are distributed similarly in general (with
only small fluctuations), suggesting that the coding scheme is sufficiently robust to account for the
subjectivity of the coders.
Prediction accuracy. The training dataset (features extracted by the conversational agent with
ground truth data labeled by the coding scheme) was randomly divided into two part - 70% of them
went to the training set, while the rest (30%) went to the testing set.
Because the focus of this paper is the feasibility of the conversational style prediction, we did
not use the state-of-the-art classifiers (e.g. deep neural network) and attempt to improve their
performance. Instead, we only select most basic and naive classifiers (Logistic Regression, Naive
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Fig. 6. The score distribution of three coders across five dimensions. Numbers in this figure represent the
number of judgments given by the corresponding coder.

Bayes, k-Nearest Neighbors, Decision Tree, Gradient Boosting), and compare the accuracy6 to
understand the feasibility of predicting conversational styles.
The prediction performance is shown in Table 4. Gradient Boosting can obtain highest performance by using Prediction with rich data, whose overall accuracy value is nearly 80%. These
results are encouraging, showing that it is indeed possible to achieve good prediction performance
for conversational style using rich conversational data. In terms of Prediction with limited data,
once again, Gradient Boosting can obtain highest performance, whose overall accuracy reaches
66.7%. These results are also encouraging, as they suggest that conversational styles can be predicted
also through limited interactions with the workers. Since we didn’t study deep into the parameter
adjustment of machine learning models, we believe a well-tuned prediction method with limited
data still has great potential to accurately estimate the conversational style.
Table 4. The accuracy (unit: percent %) of conversational style prediction by common classifiers, where the
classifier with the highest accuracy is highlighted.
Prediction methods
with rich data
with limited data

6.2

Logistic Regression

Naive Bayes

k-NN

Decision Tree

Gradient Boosting

75.93
57.41

75.93
55.56

74.07
48.15

77.78
59.26

79.63
66.67

The Performance of Workers with Two Conversational Styles

Execution time. Workers with an Involvement style generally feature less task execution time. The
average execution time of pre-task conversation, heuristic assessment & self-assessment, crowdsourcing microtasks, and USE-SF & NASA-TLX surveys are shown in Table 5. As workers with
an Involvement style have a faster pace by definition, their task execution time are generally
less than Considerate workers. We highlight that the average time spent on heuristic assessment
and self-assessment is 73 seconds (around 0.15 USD per worker), while the average time spent
on pre-task conversation is 412 seconds (around 0.86 USD per worker), where the latter is 5.6
6 Details

of the classifiers and other prediction metrics such as precision, recall and F1 are explained in the supplementary
material.
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times longer than the former, meaning Prediction with rich data is 5.6 times more expensive than
Prediction with limited data.
Table 5. The execution time (µ ± σ , unit: second) of pre-task conversation, heuristic assessment & selfassessment, crowdsourcing microtasks, and USE-SF & NASA-TLX surveys.
Conversational
styles

Pre-task
conversation

Involvement
Considerateness
Overall

376 ± 270
444 ± 247
412 ± 260

Heuristic- &
Crowdsourcing
self-assessment
microtasks
69 ± 55
77 ± 56
73 ± 56

266 ± 231
318 ± 297
293 ± 269

USE-SF &
NASA-TLX

Total

129 ± 179
153 ± 251
142 ± 220

842 ± 459
994 ± 551
922 ± 515

Output quality. Workers with an Involvement style have significantly higher output quality at high
difficulty level compared to Considerate workers. We calculate the output quality (worker accuracy)
across all types of tasks and difficulty levels, which are listed in Table 6. Obviously, the overall
worker accuracy decreases as the task difficulty increases across two task types. We observe that
when the overall worker accuracy is lower than 60% (IF Level 1, IF Level 2 and IT Level 2), the
workers with Involvement style have higher average accuracy than the workers of Considerateness
style. As the worker accuracy does not follow the normal distribution according to Shapiro-Wilk
tests (α = 0.05), with the Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test (α = 0.05) we tested the significance of pairwise
differences between two conversational styles. We found statistical significance for all the Level 2
Tasks (both Information Finding and Image Transcription, p = 0.045 and p = 0.021 respectively).
Table 6. The worker accuracy (µ ± σ : mean and standard deviation, unit: percentage) of all task types with
difficulty levels.
Task type

Difficulty

Involvement

Considerateness

Overall

Information Finding

Level 0
Level 1
Level 2*

66.76 ± 38.84
54.05 ± 35.1
55.0 ± 33.84

73.77 ± 33.17
50.42 ± 35.22
25.95 ± 28.84

69.8 ± 36.66
52.11 ± 35.21
36.3 ± 33.0

Image Transcription

Level 0
Level 1
Level 2*

86.48 ± 22.91
76.92 ± 29.19
63.18 ± 18.86

90.56 ± 8.31
79.41 ± 26.0
35.68 ± 32.74

87.7 ± 19.79
78.33 ± 27.46
45.77 ± 31.39

* = statistically significant (Involvement vs Considerateness).

Worker engagement: Worker retention. We found no significant difference in worker retention.
We counted optional microtasks that workers answered, and plotted distributions of number of
answered optional microtasks across different task types and difficulty levels using a violin plot
(Figure 7). In this figure, the width of each violin at any point represents the number of workers that
answered the corresponding number of optional microtasks. According to the shape of each “violin”,
the distributions do not meet any assumptions for parametric tests (also verified by Shapiro-Wilk
tests), therefore we use the Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test (two-tailed, α = 0.05) to test the significance
of difference between two conversational styles. We found no significant difference in worker
retention (answered optional microtasks) between the workers with two conversational styles.
Worker engagement: UES-SF score. Workers with an Involvement style reported significantly higher
scores on UES-SF questionnaire in most cases of specific UES factors compared to Considerate workers.
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Fig. 7. A violinplot representing the number of optional microtasks answered by workers across different
task types and difficulty levels, where the red lines represent the median value and the black points represent
the mean value.

UES-SF scores of four factors as well as overall scores are plotted in Figure 8. Since the distributions
of UES-SF scores meet the assumption of normal distributions according to Shapiro-Wilk tests,
to study user engagement of workers with different conversational styles, t-tests (two tailed,
α = 0.05) were performed to test the significance of differences between two conversational styles.
Because multiple comparisons (different UES factors) are conducted between two datasets (two
conversational styles), Bonferroni correction is used to control Type-I error.
Involvement

UES-SF Scores of
Information Finding

Focused Attention

Considerateness

Aesthetic Appeal

Reward Factor

Overall

6
4
2
0

UES-SF Scores of
Image Transcription

Perceived Usability

Level 0

Level 1

Level 2

Level 0

Level 1*

Level 0

Level 1

Level 2

Level 0

Level 1

Level 2

Level 0

Level 1

Level 2*

Level 0

Level 1

Level 2

Level 0

Level 1

Level 2

Level 2*

Level 0

Level 1*

Level 2

Level 0

Level 1

Level 2

Level 0

Level 1

Level 2

6
4
2
0

* = statistically significant (Involvement vs Considerateness).

Fig. 8. Boxplots of UES-SF scores by Task-Difficulty and Conversational Style, where the red lines represent
the median value and the black points represent the mean value.

In terms of Information Finding tasks, whose UES-SF scores are displayed in the first row of
Figure 8, workers of Involvement style reported significantly higher scores with respect to Perceived
Usability factor, when difficulty level is 1 (IF Level 1 on Perceived Usability, p = 0.0033). Workers
of Considerateness style reported higher Aesthetic Appeal score at level 2 (IF Level 2 on Aesthetic
Appeal, p = 0.0026). As for Image Transcription tasks (UES-SF scores are displayed in the second
row of Figure 8), workers of Involvement style gave higher scores on Perceived Usability and
Aesthetic Appeal when difficulty level is 2 and 1 respectively (IT Level 2 on Perceived Usability and
IT Level 1 on Aesthetic Appeal, p = 0.0003 and p = 0.0034 respectively). We found no significant
difference between two styles in terms of Overall UES-SF score.
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To conclude, workers with an Involvement style tended to report higher scores on UES-SF
questionnaire, while workers with both styles did not show significant differences with respect to
worker retention in both tasks.
Cognitive task load. Workers with an Involvement style reported significantly less cognitive task
load at high difficulty level compared to Considerate workers. Results of unweighted NASA-TLX
scores are displayed as box plots in Figure 9. As we can see from the figure, workers of Involvement
style reported lower mean values than workers of Considerateness style in all the experimental
conditions except only one case (IT Level 1). Similarly, those Involvement workers also reported
lower median values across all the experimental conditions except the same case (IT Level 1).
Involvement

NASA-TLX Scores

100

Considerateness

(a) Information Finding

(b) Image Transcription

75
50
25
0

Level 0

Level 1

Level 2*

Level 0

Level 1

Level 2*

* = statistically significant (Involvement vs Considerateness).

Fig. 9. Boxplots of NASA-TLX scores by Task-Difficulty and Conversational Style, where the red lines represent
the median value and the black points represent the mean value.

Since the distributions of TLX scores meet the assumption of normal distributions according
to Shapiro-Wilk tests, we conducted t-tests (two tailed, α = 0.05) to find significant pairwise
differences between two conversational styles across different task types and difficulty levels.
Results show that workers of Involvement style reported less cognitive task load than workers of
Considerateness style, after they completed all the tasks of Level 2 with significant differences (both
Information Finding and Image Transcription, p = 0.034 and p = 0.006 respectively). These results
collectively suggest that workers of Involvement style perceive less task load from task execution
than workers of Considerateness style in general, especially when completing difficult tasks.
7
7.1

DISCUSSION
Reflection on Conversational Style Estimation

In this paper, we proposed a coding scheme for conversational style estimation that systematically
classifies the text-based conversational style into two categories - Involvement and Considerateness. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that proposes a systematic method to
estimate the conversational style of online workers. We also studied the feasibility of automatically
predicting workers’ conversational styles by common classifiers using rich conversational data
(more accurate) and limited conversational data (less expensive) respectively. Results show that
indeed conversational styles can be predicted, using the proposed task design, thus showing that
conversational style estimation can serve as a practical tool for microtask crowdsourcing.
7.2

Reflection on the Performance of Workers

We explored the behaviour of online workers with two conversational styles during conversational
microtasking, and observed strong evidence that conversational style could bear relationship with
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quality of outcome for difficult tasks. We found that Involvement workers performed better in
terms of quality-related outcomes in tasks with higher difficulty levels. These results suggest that
conversational style estimation could be a useful tool for output quality prediction. Analysis of
cognitive task load revealed that workers of Involvement style perceived less task load with higher
difficulty levels. Our experimental findings suggest that the conversational style estimation can be
used for worker performance prediction, to better enable adaptive crowdsourcing strategies.
7.3

Implications for Design

The results show that the conversational style has a significant impact on output quality, worker
engagement, and cognitive task load. Workers with an Involvement style can produce higher
work accuracy, perceive higher user engagement and feel less cognitive task load when they are
completing difficult tasks. This gives us a strong indication that conversational style estimation could
be an effective tool for predicting worker performance and assisting crowdsourcing task assignment.
Highly involved workers could be selected and assigned to tasks of higher complexity, to produce
high-quality work outcomes. The proposed method can be applied in microtask crowdsourcing
marketplaces to improve work outcomes and foster a better worker-requester relationship (by
improving worker accuracy, increase worker engagement, and reducing cognitive task load).
We found that a long conversation (pre-task conversation) can provide enough data for precisely
(80%) predict the conversational style, however, it takes 5.6 times longer than a heuristic assessment
with a self-assessment (67% and only takes around 1 minute). The precision of prediction with
limited data is lower but acceptable, and we are confident that it could be improved using state-of-art
classifiers. We suggest that in the future design of the conversational microtask crowdsourcing, a
heuristic assessment with a self-assessment could be considered as an extra test to effectively predict
worker performance (which also help in dynamically adapting task scheduling and assignment
strategies), while it only costs 0.1 to 0.2 USD additionally on each worker.
This work propose a conversational style estimation method for conversational microtask crowdsourcing. Since previous studies have shown the feasibility of deploying microtasks on Facebook
(Messenger) [5, 18, 54], Twitter [46], etc., the proposed method can be applied in chatbot systems
on common social network channels for analyzing and understanding the personality, mood,
subjectivity, and bias of (particularly anonymous) users.
7.4 Caveats, Limitations and Future Work
In terms of style estimation and prediction, we only focus on the text-based conversation. Text-based
conversation ignores several paralinguistic features (pitch, voice) and nonlinguistic features (smile,
laughter, gestures). Moreover, some features relying on the analysis of voice such as pacing were
measured in a different way. In general, there are various means to interact with conversational
agents (e.g., voice-based agent, video-based agent). Conversational agents and corresponding style
estimation methods based on voice or video could be an interesting direction to explore. Second,
there is still room for improvement for style prediction. In this study, we used the most basic and
naive binary classifiers for style prediction, and did not tune the parameters of those classifiers to
pursue higher accuracy. Thus, in the imminent future, state-of-the-art machine learning methods
can be applied for conversation style prediction. The process of labeling ground truth data by using
the coding scheme can also be crowdsourced as HITs, to label larger training datasets with the
cooperative work of crowd workers.
In terms of the study of the impact of conversational styles, the task types studied in the
experiment are limited. We only focus on one input type of microtask – that is free text. In the case
of this input type, workers are asked to provide their responses using free text (string). However,
many other input types such as multiple choices, sliding bars, and bounding boxes are also used
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in microtasks of current online crowdsourcing marketplaces. Studying the performance of crowd
workers with different conversational styles on other types of tasks is an important next step to our
work. Previous work shows that an aligned style of the conversational agent can improve worker
performance [48, 52]. Future experiments should consider assigning different conversational styles
to the conversational agent, and investigate whether an aligned style can help in the improvement
of worker engagement and reduction of cognitive task load.
Moreover, to estimate conversational styles, the crowd workers in our experiments spent a
long time on pre-task conversations (around 7 minutes), which might have a negative impact on
work outcomes. A future study can explore style prediction and alignment on the experimental
conditions without additional conversation to further evaluate the breadth of practical value in
conversational style prediction.
The estimation and prediction of the conversational style of a worker has clear implications for
privacy and fairness. While performing a dialogue, workers could disclose personal information
that should be treated according to best practices and regulation for personal data management. In
this respect, the Prediction with limited data allows for a data collection method that is minimally
invasive and that could be easily repeated across HITs, thus eliminating the need for storage and
management of worker data while achieving good prediction performance. We also stress the
potential fairness implications that conversational style profiling can have on task distributions
and therefore, on the earning power of workers. We believe that user modelling approaches like the
one we propose should be used only in the context of an explicit, optional, and informed approval
from workers, and such that a lack of approval does not lead to overall compensation penalties.
Future work can focus on the usage of a variety of different types of conversational agents, the
collection of large amount of conversational data for constructing a training dataset and deeplearning-based classifiers for conversational style estimation. Various crowdsourcing task types
and conversational style aligning strategies could be considered in the future.
8

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we explored how the conversational style of a crowd worker could be reliably estimated
during crowdsourcing microtasking, and the relationship between conversational styles and qualityrelated outcomes, worker engagement and cognitive task load. We addressed RQ1 by proposing a
coding scheme for style estimation based on the five dimensions of examined linguistic devices,
and style prediction methods using either rich conversational data or limited conversational data.
We answered RQ2 by performing a crowdsourcing experiment to analyze the behaviour of crowd
workers with different conversational styles during crowdsourcing microtasking in terms of the
output quality, worker engagement and cognitive task load.
We found that common classifiers could obtain a reasonably good accuracy in conversation style
prediction. Furthermore, experimental results revealed that workers’ Involvement conversational
style relates with higher output quality, higher user engagement and less perceived task load in
tasks with higher difficulty.
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